SALA Solo Photographic Opportunity – Preview of nomination form
Artist Details
Artist name/s
Professional artist name/s or
alias (if different from above)
 I am submitting on
someone else’s behalf
Your name
Your email address
Your contact number
Your residential postcode
Registration ID
(of the exhibition the artist is
taking part in for 2022)

The artist/s’ First and Last name(s)
How the artist prefers to be known professionally (Eg. Matt instead of
Matthew), their alias, or the name of the artist collective.
Only tick this tickbox if you are submitting the form for someone else. This
could be in the capacity of support worker, or one half of a collaborative
duo.
This option only appears if you have ticked the above tickbox.

When an exhibition is registered with the SALA Festival, it is given a unique
code called the ‘Registration ID’. If you are part of a group show, please ask
the person organising the exhibition to provide you with this number. If
you have not yet registered for SALA, you can come back to this section
later. Please be aware that the deadline for registration and the deadline
for this nomination differ.

Artist website
Artist Instagram

Uploads
Please upload 3-5 images of your work that will be exhibited in the 2022 SALA Festival, or indicative works
(works that are similar/ will still give judges an idea of what you will make).
Artist CV and/or bio

Please upload an artist curriculum vitae (max 1 page) or artist biography (or both).
The following file types will be accepted:
 .doc
 .docx
 .pdf.
You can upload a maximum of two files in this field.

Image upload
Artwork title
Year
Medium/Materials

Please use the button to upload a jpg or png file no larger than 10mb
Name of the work (it may be untitled)
In what year was this artwork created/completed?
Eg, wet-plate photography, digital photography

About your practice
Please use this text field to tell the judges about yourself as an artist, including what kind of photographic
processes you use (eg. wet-plate, medium format film, digital, polaroid) and what inspires your work.
Please describe what your participation in the 2022 SALA Festival will be (are you taking part in a group
show, a solo show, etc). If the work you have uploaded is not going to be featured in your 2022 SALA
exhibition, please explain how indicative these uploaded images are of the work that you will exhibit.
Please explain your goals/next steps in your artistic journey, and how valuable and/or timely this
opportunity would be for you.
If you have any ideas around what you would like to do for the 2023 SALA exhibition (should you be
selected), please include them here. If there are any other mediums that you would be interested in
working in to enhance the exhibition experience (eg. soundscapes) please make note of this.
If there’s anything else you’d like the judges to know, you may enter it here.
Statement:
This is a large free text field with a limit of 500 words.

Don’t forget to click ‘submit’ to push your nomination through! If you do not get a confirmation email please
get in touch to ensure that your nomination has been received / admin@salafestival.com

